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Clover Imaging Group Offers Its Dealers Customized Videos to Educate End Users  
And Enhance Their Digital Marketing Outreach 

 
Chicago, IL – June 23, 2016 – Video is a key component to the digital marketing mix for all businesses. In 
fact, according to Syndacast.com, “52 percent of marketing professionals worldwide name video as the 
type of content with the best ROI.” As part of its Marketing Platform 2.0, Clover Imaging Group (CIG) 
now offers its dealers custom-branded videos focused on educating end users about imaging supplies 
and managed print services (MPS). CIG is able to deploy these custom branded videos to dealers’ 
individual websites, providing high impact promotional and educational materials to their customers, 
the end users.  
 
“Our goal at Clover Imaging Group is to bring added-value to our dedicated dealers in the imaging 
industry,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing for Clover Imaging Group. “Informing end 
users about their host of choices in imaging products is half the battle. Our customizable videos and 
marketing solutions help overburdened dealers educate customers with minimal investment on the 
dealer end. It is as simple as contacting their dedicated CIG sales rep to add their logo and deploy on 
their website.”  
 
Clover Imaging Group is expanding its Marketing Platform 2.0 — centralized marketing tools for dealers 
— by adding the three new videos, giving the dealers six total options to choose from. The brand new 
videos cover the topic of Managed Print Services (MPS) for the specific markets of finance, healthcare, 
and legal. Dealers can preview the customizable impact videos at cloverimaging.com/videomarketing. 
The videos are also part of CIG’s Empower platform for dealers, which enables dealers to connect with 
their customers and execute comprehensive marketing campaigns quickly and with minimal time and 
effort.  
 
Video drives customer engagement on the internet, and many companies simply do not have the time 
and money to invest in premium online video content. Clover Imaging Group listens to their dealers 
concerns about running their businesses and delivers marketing solutions such as customized impact 
videos to ensure a successful partnership for all involved.  Syndacast.com also reports that: “74 percent 
of all internet traffic in 2017 will be video.” That means, if you have a website and are not utilizing 
videos for engagement and customer conversions then you are missing out on your share of the online 
market.  
 
For more information about Clover Imaging Group’s customized impact videos, dealers should contact 
their CIG Sales Representative.  

### 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) Renews Lease at Van Nuys, California Facility through 2019 
Former MSE Facility Will Remain Fully Operational   

 
Chicago, Ill. – July 21, 2016 – Clover Imaging Group remains committed to our Van Nuys facility (the 
former MSE facility), renewing the lease through the end of 2019 at 8201 Woodley Ave. The Van Nuys 
location will continue to be a central part of CIG’s U.S. distribution as well as manufacturing and 
packaging. The facility is also a key research and development center for color and monochrome toner.  
 
“This facility remains integral to our manufacturing, sales, customer support, and distribution strategy,” 
said Luke Goldberg, global EVP sales and marketing. “The Van Nuys facility will continue to serve as a 
critical element in our ability to deliver CIG quality products and services to our customers in the 
western U.S. and to global markets.”  
 
For more information about CIG and the MSE brand, please visit cloverimaging.com. 
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts.  
 
This impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services and is supported by a 
vast engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic 
partnerships. By bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of 
partnership unsurpassed in the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit 
cloverimaging.com.  
 
Contact: 
Luke Goldberg 
Global EVP Sales and Marketing 
Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CLOVER LAUNCHES NEW CORPORATE WEBSITE 
New Clovertech.com Consolidates All Global Business Units’ News and Information  

 
July 26, 2016 – Chicago, IL –Clover Technologies Group, the parent company of Clover Imaging Group, 
Clover Wireless and Clover Telecom, announced today the launch of a new, enhanced Clovertech.com 
that consolidates all of its global business units into one intuitive, content-rich website. 
 
Clover Technologies Group continues to lead the industry in helping businesses reclaim value by 
innovating new solutions for retired assets. This new website allows users to view the broad scope and 
diversity of Clover’s entire business portfolio and to delve deeper into Clover’s unsurpassed value 
proposition. 
 
Partners, media and investors are now able to stay informed of the latest company news by accessing 
press releases and news articles for all of Clover’s business units in one central archive. Clovertech.com 
also features an interactive map that enables users to explore all of Clover’s 60 locations in 18 countries 
as well as in-depth historical performance data and sustainability reporting. 
 
Clovertech.com was designed and developed for an optimal user experience utilizing the latest in 
responsive technology to make it easy to use regardless of device or browser.  
 
“In alignment with the evolution of our global strategy and initiatives, we redesigned Clovertech.com to 
give stakeholders a holistic view of our business and a deeper understanding of who we are and where 
we are going. Technology and innovation are at the core of everything we do at Clover, and this new 
website is a perfect reflection of that passion. We are excited to unveil it to the market and our 
partners,” said Mike Posch, SVP eCommerce, Product Management and Merchandising for Clover 
Technologies Group. 

To view Clover’s new website, please visit www.clovertech.com. 

### 

About Clover Technologies Group 

Clover Technologies Group is the global leader in helping businesses reclaim value by innovating new 
solutions for retired assets. Founded in 1996, Clover is one of the fastest growing, privately held 
companies in the United States with over 60 locations in 18 countries. Clover is the world’s largest 
collector and recycler of empty printer cartridges. The complete line of Clover’s quality toner and ink is 
available through leading office products distributors and resellers and marketed under a variety of 
private label brands. Clover uses this same industry-leading reverse logistics business model to service 
the rapidly expanding wireless market with a comprehensive portfolio of mobility device lifecycle 
solutions. To learn more, visit www.clovertech.com.   

Contact 
Luke Goldberg 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) Partners with Print Audit to Offer a Solution that  
Monitors Both Users and Devices  

CIG’s Cost-Per-Seat Billing Forms the Future of Managed Print Services  
 
Chicago, Ill. – July 28, 2016 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) is launching a partnership with the award-
winning Print Audit to offer an innovative managed print solution, Print Audit Premier. The new tool 
monitors remotely both print devices as well as users with cost-per-seat (CPS) billing. Print Audit 
Premier enables organizations to implement user and application based rules to monitor and control 
print behavior — lowering significantly the cost and environmental impact of printing and photocopying. 
As the most complete total cost of ownership tool in the industry, CIG’s Axess Managed Print Services 
(MPS) solution now calculates the CPS with Print Audit Premier by inputting the number of users and 
breaking down the total cost of print into a neat monthly figure. 
 
"CIG is excited to partner with Print Audit on our CPS offering,” said Aldo Spensieri, Vice President of 
MPS Solutions. “The Axess CPS offering will better align dealer and customer goals. We are on the verge 
of a new way to deliver managed print, and CIG is proud to lead the way." 
 
The commoditization of the printed page and the race to see who can offer cost per page (CPP) at the 
cheapest price are big factors in significantly reduced margins for dealers. On top of reduced margins, 
every time a dealer shows a customer how to print smarter by optimizing their print environment, the 
dealer reduces their revenue stream. Controlling or even modifying print behavior allows both the 
imaging provider and the customer to drive efficiencies and reduce costs related to print and document 
services. 
 
Protecting revenue and margins must be the ultimate goal for the dealer. Cost-per-seat billing allows 
dealerships to optimize the customer print environment as they help move clients from an expensive 
device to a cheaper device, and move color prints to black and white prints, based on user and 
application rules, for example. Doing so reduces the cost of print while maintaining revenue because 
now the dealer bills by the seat and not by the page — protecting revenue and increasing margins.  
 
Print Audit Premier is an intuitive web-based total cost of ownership (TCO) tool that empowers dealers 
to price contracts with accuracy by linking to individual account information. This revolutionary MPS tool 
both remotely monitors devices and manages users. The program gives detailed information about each 
print job, uses rules to cut printing costs, and gives the ability to the customer to follow securely the 
print and releasing it when the user is at the device. In addition, the customer will be able to charge the 
print back to the user or department for better accountability and control. For more information about 
Axess MPS and CPS, please visit http://www.cloverimaging.com/axess-mps. 
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts.  

http://www.cloverimaging.com/axess-mps


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Managed Print Services Association (MPSA) Recognizes Clover Imaging Group’s (CIG)  
Auto Toner Fulfillment as Best MPS Innovation of 2016 

 
Chicago, Ill. – August 3, 2016 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) is proud to announce that Managed Print 
Services Association (MPSA) recognized the Auto Toner Fulfillment (ATF) platform as the Best MPS 
Innovation of 2016. MPSA presented the award to CIG as part of the Global MPSA MPS Awards at the 
2016 CompTIA ChannelCon event in Hollywood, Fla. on Monday, Aug. 1, 2016.  
 
“The ATF platform was designed via defined needs from our customer base and continues to be 
enhanced to meet customer feedback and unique MPS program needs,” said Aldo Spensieri, Vice 
President of MPS Solutions for CIG. “We will continue to innovate and introduce new tools for the MPS 
providers to efficiently implement and manage their MPS engagements thereby helping the provider to 
maximize their contract profitability. An example of our forward thinking innovation is the game 
changing Axess Cost-Per-Seat (CPS) program.” 
 
CIG’s Axess Managed Print Services (MPS) is leading the print industry in innovation with the award-
winning ATF program. This value-added software solution streamlines the workflow for determining 
supplies ordering and order entry. CIG’s Axess ATF innovation is groundbreaking because it offers the 
only platform for dealers to work with existing remote monitoring software tools, manage toner 
fulfillment at the device level, and customize desired workflows. 
 
“This award is intended to single out organizations that have established new developments and 
initiatives in MPS that have the potential to redefine the way we view the industry,” said the MPSA in a 
recent press release announcement. 
 
To learn more about CIG’s award-winning MPS program, go to www.cloverimaging.com. 
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts.  
 
This impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services and is supported by a 
vast engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic 
partnerships. By bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of 
partnership unsurpassed in the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit 
cloverimaging.com.  
 
Contact: 
Luke Goldberg 
Global EVP Sales and Marketing 
Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com 

http://www.cloverimaging.com/
http://www.cloverimaging.com/
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) Achieves R2:2013 Standard at its  

Clover Environmental Solutions (CES) Facility in Mexico  

Distinguished Certification Demonstrates CIG’s Strong Commitment to Sustainability Practices 
 
Chicago, Ill. – August 11, 2016 – Clover Imaging Group is proud to announce that its Mexicali, Mexico 
facility of Clover Environmental Solutions (CES) has achieved the R2:2013 Standard, the premier global 
environmental, worker health and safety standard for the electronics refurbishing and recycling 
industry. CES Mexicali is the heart of Clover’s cartridge collection operation and processes nearly 
3,000,000 units a month. 
 
“Clover is proud to be recognized for our rigorous sustainability initiatives as part of the R2 Standard 
certification,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing for Clover Imaging Group. “The 
process took almost exactly a year to complete, and this confirms our team’s commitment to reuse and 
the responsible disposition of end-of-life commodities. It also proves our dedication to the safety of our 
employees and the overall work environment.” 
 
As part of the yearlong process conducted through a third party audit, the Clover team developed and 
confirmed processes for the security of shipments, enhanced storage of products, and confirmed that 
partnering transportation companies carry the proper insurance levels and licensing requirements. As 
part of the certification, Clover will track products through the downstream vendor chain to ensure 
compliance. In addition, a robust health and safety system under OHSAS 18001 was implemented and 
certified. To find out more information about the R2 Standard, please visit sustainableelectronics.org. 
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts.  
 
This impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services and is supported by a 
vast engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic 
partnerships. By bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of 
partnership unsurpassed in the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit 
cloverimaging.com.  
 
Contact: 
Luke Goldberg 
Global EVP Sales and Marketing 
Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) Confirms Sponsorship of the 2016 Print Audit Top 100 Summit  

Global EVP Luke Goldberg to Discuss Megatrends in Imaging Industry 

 

Chicago, Ill. – August 16, 2016 –Clover Imaging Group (CIG) is proud to announce its headline 
sponsorship of the 2016 Print Audit Top 100 Summit, taking place Sept. 7-10 at Loews Coronado Bay 
Resort in San Diego, Calif. The Top 100 Summit is an invitation-only event for the brightest minds in the 
imaging industry to work together to develop innovative business strategies and practices. CIG’s Global 
EVP Luke Goldberg is to speak at the event, leading a presentation and discussion on megatrends for 
2016 and how these trends will affect the imaging industry.  

 

“We are proud to take part in this event in its second year and look forward to participating in 
meaningful discourse and debate with our industry peers, which can help us plot a course for positive 
growth and evolution in our business,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing for Clover 
Imaging Group. “CIG aims to be a change agent, and events like this provide a great vehicle to 
collaborate and strategize.”    

 

This is the second year for the Top 100 Summit after an overwhelmingly positive reaction and 
participation in the inaugural event. Imaging industry leaders, business owners, and principals will all 
gather together to collaborate on the imaging industry business model of the future, and CIG will be 
helping to lead the charge. For more information about the Top 100 Summit, you can visit 
http://www.printaudit.com/premier/top-100-summit/. 

 

### 

 

About Clover Imaging Group 

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts.  

 

This impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services and is supported by a 
vast engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic 
partnerships. By bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of 
partnership unsurpassed in the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit 
cloverimaging.com.  

 

Contact: 

Luke Goldberg 
Global EVP Sales and Marketing 
Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) Mexico Moves into High-Capacity State-of-the-Art Facility 

Facility Boasts CIG’s Signature Robotics and Automation to Ensure Consistent Cartridge Quality 
 
Chicago, Ill. – August 30, 2016 – To stay ahead of the competition in an increasingly competitive global 
marketplace, Clover Imaging Group’s Mexicali, Mexico locations recently combined and optimized into 
one state-of-the-art facility. Clover Mexico is now one campus encompassing color and mono toner 
manufacturing, empties processing, parts reclamation, fuser manufacturing, recycling, and packaging.  
The modernized facility features more than 560,000 sq. ft. and houses 3,500 associates, increasing 
Clover Mexico’s production capacity to more than 1 million laser cartridges per month. 
 
“Not only is Clover increasing our manufacturing capacity but we are also ensuring quality improvement 
thanks to our substantial investment into engineering innovations in the new space,” said Ino Landa, 
EVP and General Manager, Clover Mexico. “This move is strategic in supporting our vertical integration 
strategy and controlling the entire process in one facility.”   
 
This new state-of-the-art facility features some of CIG’s most technologically advanced process-
enhancing tools, machines, and robots to support its sophisticated global manufacturing environments 
— increasing product consistency and quality. CIG contributes this increase in quality and performance 
to the highly automated production environment, enabling CIG to produce the highest-quality 
remanufactured products on the market with defect rates that rival the OEMs. 
  
Clover Mexico recently achieved the R2:2013 Standard, the premier global environmental, worker 
health and safety standard for the electronics refurbishing and recycling industry. In addition, this facility 
is the heart of Clover’s cartridge collection operation and processes nearly 3,000,000 cartridges a 
month. 
 
For more insight into this state-of-the-art facility, please go to https://youtu.be/tzy9IQ95GS8 
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts.  
 
This impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services and is supported by a 
vast engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic 
partnerships. By bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of 
partnership unsurpassed in the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit 
cloverimaging.com.  
 
Contact: 

https://youtu.be/tzy9IQ95GS8
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Clover Imaging Group (CIG) Hosts LinkedIn Copier Sales Roadshow for Dealers 
Social Sales Educational Event Taking Place Oct. 10 at CIG’s Van Nuys, Calif. Facility 

 
Chicago, Ill. – September 15, 2016 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) is excited to host a LinkedIn Copier Sales 
Roadshow on Monday, Oct. 10 at its Van Nuys, Calif. facility. From 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m., imaging dealers 
will learn boot-camp style how to leverage LinkedIn for prospecting and sales. Larry Levine, who has 
more than 27 years of experience as a copier sales rep in the Los Angeles area, will lead the educational 
event distilling the knowledge that he has learned from integrating LinkedIn into his legacy sales 
strategy.  
 
“Anytime that we can offer our dealers a value-add such as this educational event on how to prospect 
and sell via LinkedIn, we jump on it!” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing for Clover 
Imaging Group. “LinkedIn offers a vast network of potential prospects, and trying to navigate that 
network on your own can be daunting. Larry will help attendees ace using their social sales skills to grow 
and advance their dealerships.”    
 
Levine will instruct attendees on how to upgrade and brand their LinkedIn profiles to get attention; how 
to integrate their social sales strategy with their traditional methods; how to “flip the table” to get 
decision makers to accept invitations and network; and ultimately how to make a sale leveraging 
LinkedIn. The event is filling up fast. Purchase tickets for this social sales educational event for print 
dealers online at: https://socialsalesacademy.ticketspice.com/linkedin-copier-sales-roadshow-fall-2016. 
 
"Just as dealerships must transform themselves beyond the MFP, sales reps must as well,” said Larry 
Levine, Social Sales Strategist and Co-Founder of the Social Sales Academy. “As sales reps, we operate 
inside a highly digital and connected business environment, yet our prospecting methodologies are 
highly analog. I want to bring the best of what I learned through the traditional means of growing sales 
revenue and infuse it with more modern social methods. I am passionate about seeing sales reps win. I 
love coaching sales reps to integrate the use of LinkedIn inside the sales process. When used correctly, 
LinkedIn and digital prospecting can have a very powerful effect on the sales funnel." 
 

### 
About the Social Sales Academy 
The Social Sales Academy coaches B2B tech sales reps on how to integrate traditional sales skills with 
new tools like LinkedIn. In addition to coaching territory reps, the new S-MAP program coaches major 
account reps to develop and implement a Social Major Account Plan to grow large placements. The 
academy has coached sales reps across North America and Australia including copier dealers and 
managed services providers. The academy also provides programs through several OEMs. Learn more at 
socialsalesacademy.net. 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International, and Latin Parts. This 
impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services, supported by a vast 

https://socialsalesacademy.ticketspice.com/linkedin-copier-sales-roadshow-fall-2016
http://www.socialsalesacademy.net/


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) Provides Turnkey Services to Add Value to Dealerships 

TechLink 2.0 Platform Offers the Complete Solution for Customer Support and Certified Training Services 
 
Chicago, Ill. — September 20, 2016 — With its TechLink 2.0 platform, Clover Imaging Group (CIG) 
provides dealers a complete solution for customer support, printer repair service dispatch, and certified 
training services. As part of this exciting program, CIG offers the industry’s most respected and 
comprehensive line of training programs including certified laser printer repair training, available both 
onsite and online. Technical support and in-field services are also available through TechLink 2.0, giving 
dealers access to CIG’s highly skilled and expertly trained customer support team. The goal of the 
program is to offer dealers the support they need to provide faster response times to product and 
hardware related issues. 
 
“Customer service is a key differentiator for all companies, and quick response times are a major 
priority,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing for Clover Imaging Group. “By providing 
value-added services such as custom help desks, live chat, national service dispatch, and certified 
training programs, we can help our dealers to manage national accounts outside of their service areas 
while also expanding their SLAs with our complete service offering.”  
 
In addition to customized call-in services and certified printer training programs, CIG offers on-the-go 
troubleshooting via live chat services. If live chat services cannot resolve the matter, then in-field 
technicians are available to provide full product support. In need of printer help? CIG has 14,000 
certified technicians on-call via a nationwide service dispatch to provide onsite printer repair and 
resolution. There is also a dedicated online support system, cartridge-support.com, which offers video 
tutorials, answers to FAQs, and is accessible 24/7. 

To take advantage of TechLink 2.0 platform — not offered by any other company in the industry — CIG 
customers should contact their account manager today. 
 
For more insight into TechLink 2.0, please view the video here http://bit.ly/TLoverview or read more 
about it at cloverimaging.com/tloverview. 
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts.  
 
This impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services and is supported by a 
vast engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic 
partnerships. By bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of 
partnership unsurpassed in the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit 
cloverimaging.com.  

http://www.cartridge-support.com/
http://bit.ly/TLoverview
http://www.cloverimaging.com/tloverview
http://www.cloverimaging.com/


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Clover Technologies Group (CTG) Unveils New Corporate Video  

Video Features CTG, Clover Imaging Group, Clover Wireless, and Clover Telecom Executives and Facilities  
From Around the World 

 
September 22, 2016 — Chicago, Ill. —Clover Technologies Group, the parent company of Clover Imaging 
Group, Clover Wireless, and Clover Telecom, has released a new corporate video featuring its global 
business units. The video highlights the unique culture and entrepreneurial spirit of the more than $1 
billion business that started in Marseilles, Ill.  Founded in 1996, Clover Technologies Group is now the 
global leader — with 60 locations in 18 countries and more than 19,000 employees — in providing 
businesses with intelligent environmental solutions focused on the recovery, remanufacturing, and 
remarketing of technology assets.  
 
“We wanted a video to show how passionate our people are about our company and working towards 
one common goal,” said Jim Cerkleski, CEO of Clover Technologies Group. “The entrepreneurial spirit of 
our team combined with the executives’ ability to really listen to what our people have to say is part of 
what makes Clover a success in recapturing, remanufacturing, and remarketing assets whether it be 
print cartridges or mobile devices.” 

Through organic growth and strategic acquisitions, Clover has built a comprehensive and diverse 
solutions portfolio in the categories of imaging solutions, printer supplies and services, mobile device 
solutions, telecom hardware, and engineering services for data, wireless, and wireline networks. Clover 
is the largest empty cartridge collector in the imaging industry, recapturing 7 million assets per month. 
The video highlights many of Clover’s collection and remanufacturing facilities from around the world 
and brings together all of Clover’s entities that work together globally to reclaim value by innovating 
new solutions for retired assets. 

To view Clover’s new video, please visit our website: http://www.clovertech.com/who-is-clover-
technologies-group. 

### 

About Clover Technologies Group 

Clover Technologies Group is the global leader in helping businesses reclaim value by innovating new 
solutions for retired assets. Founded in 1996, Clover is one of the fastest-growing, privately held 
companies in the United States with over 60 locations in 18 countries. Clover is the world’s largest 
collector and recycler of empty printer cartridges. The complete line of Clover’s quality toner and ink is 
available through leading office products distributors and resellers and marketed under a variety of 
private label brands. Clover uses this same industry-leading reverse logistics business model to service 
the rapidly expanding wireless market with a comprehensive portfolio of mobility, device lifecycle 
solutions. To learn more, visit www.clovertech.com.   

Contact 
Luke Goldberg 

http://www.clovertech.com/who-is-clover-technologies-group
http://www.clovertech.com/who-is-clover-technologies-group


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 

Clover Imaging Group’s Products Now Offered through FORZA  
Thanks to Strategic Partnership with MWA Intelligence, Inc.  

 
 
Chicago, Ill. – October 5, 2016 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) and MWA Intelligence, Inc. (MWA) are 
proud to announce a new strategic partnership. As part of the collaboration, CIG’s imaging products will 
now be available for dealers to order directly through FORZA, built on SAP Business One. FORZA is a 
revolutionary enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution, which offers a business management 
platform designed to automate office responsibilities for imaging channel resellers.  
 
“CIG is always looking for innovative ways to enhance our product and solution offerings for our 
dedicated dealers,” said Jim Cerkleski, CEO of Clover Holdings, Inc. “We are proud to integrate with 
FORZA’s platform to provide imaging dealers a convenient way to order product while also organizing 
and automating their business tasks. FORZA helps dealers succeed by streamlining everyday finance, 
product ordering, and other significant company responsibilities.” 
 
Automating supply procurement in the imaging channel allows dealerships to seize control within their 
organization and have the visibility to make smarter and better business decisions involving vendor 
relations. This collaboration affords imaging dealers an opportunity to gain a competitive edge with a 
fuller scope of their organizations for enhanced profitability and customer satisfaction. An industry with 
a smarter, better, and stronger ERP product will turn itself into a smarter, better, and stronger entity.  
 
“A lot can be said about those who you surround yourself with, which is why establishing a strong 
partnership with Clover Imaging Group speaks for itself,” said Michael T. Stramaglio, President and CEO 
of MWA Intelligence, Inc. “Our emphasis at MWA is on growing the imaging channel to reach its fullest 
and brightest potential. In doing so, we realize that it takes a strong, cohesive community to achieve 
such a goal. The relationship we have with our partners is very unique, being that our intended purpose 
for strategic collaboration is to grow with others, not off of them and the same can be said with our 
customers.” 
 
Bolstering the overall industry as a whole has been a shared responsibility taken upon by CIG and MWA. 
By collaborating now, CIG’s procurement automating capabilities are integrated into FORZA’s ERP 
solution, creating a unique and unprecedented product in the marketplace.  
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This 
impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services, supported by a vast 
engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By 
bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of partnership unsurpassed in 
the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit cloverimaging.com.  

http://www.cloverimaging.com/


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) Sponsors The Cannata Report’s 31st Annual Awards and Charities Dinner  
 

 
Chicago, Ill. – October 11, 2016 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) proudly sponsored The Cannata Report’s 
31st Annual Awards and Charities Dinner, which took place on Thursday, Oct. 6, 2016, at the 
Westminster Hotel in Livingston, N.J. The notable event showcases the winners of The Cannata Report’s 
Frank Awards that honor excellence and leadership in the imaging industry. This year, the philanthropic 
event raised $180,000 for the Jackie Ritschel Memorial Endowment for Cancer Research and Treatment 
at Hackensack University Medical Center and Adopt-a-Soldier Platoon.  
 
“We are honored to have sponsored The Cannata Report’s annual dinner, raising money for such 
important causes,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing for Clover Imaging Group. 
“Congratulations also go out to our industry partners who received 2016 Frank Awards. Anytime we can 
come together as an industry to give back and recognize our industry leaders is a great time.”    
 
“Clover Imaging Group is a great partner and friend of The Cannata Report. Their sponsorship for the 
second year in a row has helped The Cannata Report evolve, expand, and elevate our event allowing us 
to continue to donate 100 percent of all proceeds directly to our charitable partners,” said CJ Cannata, 
EVP and Publisher, The Cannata Report. “We would not be able to do this without premier, strategic 
partners like Clover.” 
 
CIG believes that involvement in its communities creates a positive and lasting impact, unites team 
members as a company, and provides an important element of sustainability. Worldwide, CIG’s facilities 
tailor their own philanthropic efforts to the communities where they live and work. Habitat for 
Humanity, Big Brothers Big Sisters, Wounded Warriors, American Heart Association, Gigi’s Playhouse, 
and the Special Olympics are just some of the programs and organizations that CIG employees have 
chosen to support as a company.  

### 
 

About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International, and Latin Parts. This 
impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services, supported by a vast 
engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By 
bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of partnership unsurpassed in 
the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit cloverimaging.com.  
 
Contact: 
Luke Goldberg 
Global EVP Sales and Marketing 
Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) Secures ISO 14001:2004 for Mexicali, Mexico Manufacturing Campus 

 
 
Chicago, Ill. – October 20, 2016 – Furthering its commitment to environmental responsibility, Clover 
Imaging Group is proud to announce that its Mexicali, Mexico manufacturing facilities have secured the 
ISO 14001:2004 standard, an international standard that focuses on a company’s management of 
environmental responsibilities including implementing an environmental management system (EMS). 
The standard specifies requirements for activities such as determining environmental aspects and 
impacts of products, activities, and services; planning environmental objectives with measurable targets; 
and implementing and operating programs to meet objectives and targets. 
 
“I want to congratulate all of our 3,600 associates and the Mexicali imaging management team as well 
as everybody else that played a key role in achieving this environmental standard,” said Ino Lando, EVP 
and General Manger for Clover Mexico. “The process is extremely important to operating at the highest 
level of eco-friendly manufacturing, which is of paramount importance here at Clover.” 
 
Environmental sustainability is a significant priority for CIG. As one of the company’s core values, CIG 
strives to engage and educate its employees, demand quality and performance in production processes, 
and seek newer and better alternatives every day for minimizing the environmental footprint of the 
company and its customers. In August 2016, CIG announced that Clover Mexico had achieved the 
R2:2013 Standard, the premier global environmental, worker health and safety standard for the 
electronics refurbishing and recycling industry.  
 
CIG’s environmental sustainability initiatives include, but are not limited to, reclaiming as much reusable 
material as possible; measuring the impact of water and energy consumption to minimize waste; 
processing end-of-life assets that are not suited for remanufacturing; and exceeding global industry 
practices for responsible materials recycling. 
 
For more information about ISO 14001:2004, please visit www.iso.org.  
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This 
impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services, supported by a vast 
engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By 
bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of partnership unsurpassed in 
the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit cloverimaging.com.  
 
Contact: 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Clover Imaging Group and MSE Brand Take Home 2016 RT Media Global Industry Awards:  

CIG for E-commerce Leadership and MSE Brand for Technology Innovation  

 
 
Chicago, Ill. – October 27, 2016 – At the 2016 RT Media Global Industry Awards, Clover Imaging Group 
(CIG) won the award for E-commerce Leadership and MSE brand, the imaging company’s premier brand 
of remanufactured print cartridges, won the Technology Innovation Award. The award ceremony took 
place on October 12, 2016 before the RemaxWorld Expo in China.  
 
“We are extremely proud to be recognized for our leadership in e-commerce,” said Mike Posch, SVP E-
Commerce, Product Management, and Merchandising for Clover Technologies Group. “Clover’s culture 
is built around innovation. We empower our talented team of developers to seek out the latest in digital 
technology best practices so that our customers have a seamless user experience and we can continue 
to set the standard for industry excellence.” 
 
On an ongoing basis, Clover’s development team closely collaborates with sales and customers to launch 
website enhancements that streamline their online experience. Cloverimaging.com’s cutting-edge 
functionality includes access to the entire catalog of products and services, account management and 
purchasing tools, integration with leading e-commerce platforms, downloadable pricing and product 
info, live chat support, and a host of additional features. Utilizing the latest in responsive technology, 
cloverimaging.com is compatible with all browsers and mobile devices.  
 
“It is wonderful to be recognized by RT Media for CIG and the MSE brand’s innovation and dedication to 
the constant improvement of the imaging industry,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing 
for Clover Imaging Group. “MSE brand is recognized for leading the industry in quality and reliability 
year after year. The MSE brand continues to be integral for CIG in our OEM conversion strategy, which is 
a focal point for us as it is the key vehicle to drive growth with quality minded users and provides our 
dealers with a sustainable path forward.” 
 
CIG is also proud to celebrate the continued dominance of the MSE brand in the imaging industry by 
winning the Technology Innovation Award from RT Media. The combining of MSE and CIG in 2014 
shaped an unrivaled technological capability capable of engineering innovation and remanufacturing 
excellence, producing a new aftermarket benchmark. With a 99.5 percent documented success rate, 
MSE brand is the best choice for OEM alternative quality. 
 
For more information about CIG or the MSE brand, please visit www.cloverimaging.com.  
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Continued OEM Price Increases Create Tremendous Dealer Opportunity  
 
 
Chicago, Ill. — November 15, 2016 — OEMs continue to announce price increases — making this the 
perfect time and opportunity for dealers to address conversion from the OEM to remanufactured print 
consumables with customers. Clover Imaging Group (CIG) recommends lowering customer costs while 
improving dealer margins by offering affordable remanufactured cartridges as a solution to higher 
priced OEM cartridges. CIG offers premium remanufactured print cartridges that lead the industry in 
reliability and performance. 
 
“While we never recommend promoting conversion from OEM to reman cartridges based on price 
alone, with OEM increasing prices yet again, this is a prime time to address how the change can impact 
your customer’s bottom line without sacrificing print quality,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and 
Marketing for Clover Imaging Group. “CIG’s brands have the highest success rates in the industry yet 
remain at the same affordable pricing structure. We have seen dealers have tremendous success with 
OEM conversion utilizing our brands through our GreenSweep program. ”    
 
GreenSweep is the OEM conversion program taking the imaging industry by storm. CIG dealers should 
take advantage of this key client acquisition tool by targeting the competition, who are only promoting 
expensive OEM cartridges. GreenSweep offers CIG dealers up to a 10 percent rebate by acquiring new 
customers from the competition and converting their imaging supplies to CIG remanufactured products. 
Switching customers from OEM cartridges to CIG remanufactured cartridges provides the end user with 
savings up to 30 percent. All CIG manufactured ink and toner products are eligible for the GreenSweep 
program.  
 
GreenSweep gives CIG dealers the chance to take back control from stringent OEM processes and 
disrupt imbalanced business practices. For more information about GreenSweep, dealers should contact 
their CIG sales representative and read more at cloverimaging.com/greensweep.  
 
All Clover manufactured brands are eligible for the GreenSweep promotion.  
 

 
 

http://www.cloverimaging.com/greensweep


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

CIG Launches Dealer-Focused Enhancements to Cloverimaging.com  
 
 
Chicago, Ill. — December 6, 2016 —Clover Imaging Group (CIG) recently launched updates to its website 
— cloverimaging.com — to enhance and streamline the website user experience for our valued 
customers. A highlight of the new features is the freshly launched video center containing product, 
marketing, and solution content with easy to share social media functionality. The video center is 
contained within the new partner center, featured prominently on the main navigation bar of the 
website. Additional enhancements to the website include detailed access to order history for dealers, 
robust additions to the product and technical support section, and more.  
 
“The new enhancements we recently launched reflect our two-pronged approach of both soliciting user 
feedback and deeply studying website analytics and user behaviors to gain key insights into how our 
customers are actually using cloverimaging.com,” said Mike Posch, SVP E-Commerce, Product 
Management, and Merchandising for Clover Technologies Group. “We will continue with this disciplined 
approach as we seek out new and innovative tools and functionality to streamline the purchasing 
process and give our valued dealers the most effective tools in the industry.”  
  
The user dashboard at cloverimaging.com includes updates to make it more intuitive and streamlined 
for dealers to access pertinent account information as well as new product announcements.  Users can 
now view all of their orders and invoices online, print invoices, and track shipments regardless of how 
they placed the order. In the new partner center options, dealers can find valuable resources such as 
updated product and technical support and the robust new video center. CIG’s video center makes it 
easy to access videos by topic or audience and enables users to share informative videos on social 
media. 
 
Currently registered CIG customers can log in to their updated dashboard here: 
www.cloverimaging.com/login. New users can register here: www.cloverimaging.com/register. 
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This 
impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services, supported by a vast 
engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By 
bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of partnership unsurpassed in 
the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit cloverimaging.com.  
 
Contact: 
Luke Goldberg 
Global EVP Sales and Marketing 
Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

CIG Sponsors Actionable Intelligence’s 2016 Year in Review Webinar  

 
 
Chicago, Ill. – December 27, 2016 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) is proud to sponsor the upcoming 2016 
Year in Review webinar hosted and presented by Actionable Intelligence, Inc. The webinar will discuss 
the office imaging industry’s most transformative year yet and what is to come in 2017. Actionable 
Intelligence President Charles Brewer and Executive Editor Christina Bonadio will lead the webinar and 
interactive Q&A. Interested participants can register now for the webinar that will take place on 
Tuesday, Jan. 17, 2017 at 2 p.m. EST. Registration is available via this link: 
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8695812443521210628.  
 
“It has been an exciting year for Clover Imaging Group and the industry as a whole,” said Luke Goldberg, 
EVP Global Sales and Marketing for Clover Imaging Group. “We look forward to recapping the highlights 
of 2016 with Actionable Intelligence and discussing the year ahead as an industry.” 
 
Charles Brewer, President of Actionable Intelligence, agrees with Mr. Goldberg’s assessment of 2016.  
“In terms of M&A activity, strategic alliances, and new product introductions, the past 12 months have 
been among the most eventful for the industry,” he said. “We’re grateful to the Clover Imaging Group 
and our other sponsors for giving us the opportunity review the key events from this transformational 
year in our upcoming webinar and take look ahead to what 2017 has in store for us.” 
 
Based outside of Boston, Massachusetts, and established in 2009, Actionable Intelligence is committed 
to delivering tactical market research and custom consulting related to the markets for digital printer, 
copier, and MFP hardware and toner and inkjet supplies. These industries face new challenges such as 
lower secular demand for hardcopy. The Actionable Intelligence team understands that the printer and 
supplies business has changed and are dedicated to providing practical, accurate market analysis that 
clients can use to succeed. For more information, please visit www.action-intell.com.  
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This 
impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services, supported by a vast 
engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By 
bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of partnership unsurpassed in 
the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit cloverimaging.com.  
 
Contact: 
Luke Goldberg 
Global EVP Sales and Marketing 
Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

CIG Continues Growth: Brings on New Industry Talent to Expand Solutions Offering for Dealers  

 
 
Chicago, Ill. – December 27, 2016 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) continues to grow its strategic executive 
team, adding two new industry innovators with a track record of creating high impact marketing 
solutions encompassing all facets of the industry from MPS to managed services to social media. Tasked 
with working with the CIG solution teams to bring an unparalleled level of consultative support to the 
dealer community, Aaron Dyck joins as VP of CIG Solutions, and Matthew K. McGuire joins as Director of 
CIG Solutions.  
 
“Solutions are integral to our ability to create strategic alliances with dealers and other channel partners 
that transcend traditional transactional relationships. Our growing solutions portfolio allows us to 
address dealers’ pain points in areas of their business such as marketing, MPS, services, etc., and we 
firmly believe we can create positive change and impact dealer performance, profitability, and drive 
growth with strategic engagement. Given Aaron and Matt’s record of accomplishment of driving these 
types of consultative growth initiatives for the better part of the last 15 years, we could not be more 
excited to bring them aboard as part of our already formidable executive leadership team,” said Luke 
Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing for CIG.   
 
With more than a decade of experience in the imaging industry, Dyck has created, structured, and led 
sales organizations within enterprise software, manufacturing, distribution, and marketing across the 
United States with revenues ranging from $3MM to $250MM+. Dyck has helped independent dealers 
architect, design, and build sales systems and custom e-marketing programs for their businesses. These 
experiences have led to his recognition as an elite, young influencer by The Cannata Report. Dyck lives in 
Kingston Ontario, Canada with his wife, daughter, and two sons. 
 
“CIG is an industry leader, innovator, and in my opinion, the number one solutions company for the 
dealer community,” said Aaron Dyck, VP of CIG Solutions. “The investments CIG makes in manufacturing 
automation, services technology, and dealer solutions provides me with the best platform to leverage 
my extensive experience helping independent dealers grow. Having worked in enterprise software, 
manufacturing, distribution, and marketing, I know our customers want to win, and they want to win 
today and into the future.” 
 
McGuire has more than nine years of international work experience in business development and 
marketing. Since 2008, McGuire has worked in various senior management positions within the office 
technology channel, including experience that covers enterprise software, SaaS programs, data-driven 
automation, manufacturing and distribution models, and providing OEM solutions. McGuire is a 
recognized industry speaker, educator, and thought leader with the ability to translate his expert 
knowledge and experience into customer solutions and sales revenues. 
 
“I agree with Aaron completely,” said McGuire, Director of CIG Solutions. “CIG has consistently invested 
in promoting the entire imaging channel and raising the bar in supporting business growth opportunities 
for the dealer community. Bringing my collective experiences and relationships here, and working 
alongside some of the best leaders in our space, provides me the best means to help our partners 
expand their business and prepare for tomorrow.” 



 
For more information about CIG solutions, please watch this video: 
http://www.cloverimaging.com/video/485/5. 
 

 
 

Pictured left to right: Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing; Jim Cerkleski, CEO; Aaron Dyck, 
VP of CIG Solutions; Eric Martin, President; Matthew McGuire, Director of CIG Solutions 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

CIG’s Third-Party Lab Test Proves it is a True Alternative to the OEM 

 
 
Chicago, Ill. – January 12, 2017 – CIG has taken a bold step that is unprecedented in the Global Imaging 
Supplies aftermarket. CIG commissioned independent 3rd party test lab BLI to pit its remanufactured 
print cartridges against OEM cartridges under ISO test conditions to corroborate CIG’S claims that its 
cartridges are a true alternative to the OEM. Historically, 3rd party lab tests commissioned by OEMs, 
such as those conducted by Quality Logic and Spencer Labs, have suggested that aftermarket print 
cartridges do not measure up to the OEM. CIG decided to have an independent 3rd party laboratory test 
its aftermarket cartridges against the OEM to debunk the historical rhetoric that remanufactured, eco-
friendly print cartridges don’t measure up to the original branded cartridges. 
 
“We agree with the historic data that not all aftermarket cartridges perform at a level comparable to 
OEM cartridges,” said Eric Martin, President of CIG. “But those are our competitors. We have always 
maintained that CIG cartridges are a true alternative to the OEMs, and we now have quantifiable data to 
back up our claims, thanks to this test.” 
 
Buyers Laboratory (BLI), a leading global independent office equipment test lab and business consumer 
advocate, evaluated the page yield using the ISO protocols, image quality, and reliability performance of 
CIG toner cartridges and compared it to the performance of original HP cartridges in the HP Color 
LaserJet M651 printer, the HP LaserJet M402n printer, and the HP LaserJet P3015 printer.  
 
In all three HP printers, the CIG cartridges performed exceptionally in all measurable metrics including 
yield, image quality, and reliability. Out of 54 tested CIG toners, 100 percent were defect free out of the 
box and exhibited no hard failures during life testing — in sharp contrast to historical 3rd party tests that 
were cited in the past. In addition, our average continuous yield numbers exceeded the OEM’s stated 
yield across all cartridge types.  
 
“Why pay more for something when a lower cost alternative from CIG offers comparable quality and 
reliability?” asked Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing for CIG. “This independent test proves 
that consumers get almost identical quality and reliability from CIG’s eco-friendly alternative and offers 
dealers the chance to educate their customers about aftermarket cartridge options with quantifiable 
data while improving business margins with our GreenSweep promo.” 
 
Please watch the video discussing the results of this unprecedented test in more detail here: 
http://www.cloverimaging.com/BLI-Testing. CIG customers can contact their account manager to 
request access to the test results.  
 

### 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This 
impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services, supported by a vast 
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engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By 
bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of partnership unsurpassed in 
the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit cloverimaging.com.  
 
About Buyers Laboratory LLC 
Buyers Laboratory LLC (BLI) is the world's leading independent provider of analytical information and 
services to the digital imaging and document management industry. For over 50 years, buyers have 
relied on BLI to help them differentiate products’ strengths and weaknesses and make the best 
purchasing decisions, while industry sales, marketing and product professionals have turned to BLI for 
insightful competitive intelligence and valued guidance on product development, competitive 
positioning and sales channel and marketing support. Using BLI’s web-based bliQ and Solutions Center 
services, 40,000 professionals worldwide create extensive side-by-side comparisons of hardware and 
software solutions for over 15,000 products globally, including comprehensive specifications and the 
performance results and ratings from BLI’s unparalleled Lab, Solutions and Environmental Test Reports, 
the result of months of hands-on evaluation in its US and UK labs. The services, also available via mobile 
devices, include a comprehensive library of BLI’s test reports, an image gallery, hard to find 
manufacturers’ literature and valuable tools for configuring products, calculating total cost of ownership 
(TCO) and annual power usage. BLI also offers consulting and private, for-hire testing services that help 
manufacturers develop and market better products and consumables. For more information on Buyers 
Laboratory LLC, please call 973-797-2100, visit www.buyerslab.com, or email info@buyerslab.com. 
 
Contact: 
Luke Goldberg 
Global EVP Sales and Marketing 
Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) Provides Dealers with Convenient Certified Training Programs  
 

 
Chicago, Ill. — January 27, 2016 — As part of its unrivaled TechLink 2.0 platform, Clover Imaging Group 
offers the industry’s most respected training programs including certified printer repair training. From 
instructing field technicians on how to troubleshoot quickly and accurately to providing customer 
service training for dispatch and customer support personnel, CIG offers a comprehensive line of 
courses and certifications to fit the needs of the individual dealership. For convenience, trainings are 
available both online and onsite. 
 
“Clover Imaging Group has done an amazing job training our dealers for both mono and color, laser 
printer repair,” said Larry Bennett, Business Development Manager for Toshiba America Business 
Solutions. “Having seen firsthand the level of excellence and quality of the curriculum, I can highly 
recommend the company’s training program. To date, CIG has trained more than 400 of our Toshiba 
Business Solutions and independent dealer technicians to help enhance the knowledge and skill-set of 
these professionals. Moreover, CIG continues to improve our technician program by constantly updating 
its training content to keep it fresh and relevant for our workforce. In addition to its impressive training 
acumen, CIG’s enrollment, setup, and hosting process is also top notch. We continue to rely on CIG to 
bring quality repair training to our dealer channel." 
 

 
 
HP® and Lexmark® laser printer trainings are interactive courses taught by highly experienced 
instructors that establish a basic introduction to printers and printer repair. This class prepares students 
for the tests required for authorization. Additional training services include CompTIA A+ certification, 
CompTIA customer service skills, and CompTIA authorized service center ASC gold.  
 



CIG also offers professional training solutions for Managed Print Services (MPS). CIG’s Selling MPS 
training provides business development representatives with an advanced sales education forum to help 
penetrate the print management market. Servicing MPS training focuses on proven methodologies that 
drive profitability and operational performances within organizations. 
 
CIG’s certified instructors ensure certified students leave prepared, resulting in a higher percentage of 
first call repair success rates. For more insight into CIG’s training programs, please view the video here: 
http://www.cloverimaging.com/video/501/5. To take advantage of its training and TechLink 2.0 
platform — not offered by any other company in the industry — CIG customers should contact their 
account manager today. 
 

### 
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engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By 
bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of partnership unsurpassed in 
the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit cloverimaging.com.  
 

Contact: 

Luke Goldberg 
Global EVP Sales and Marketing 
Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com 
 
 
 

http://www.cloverimaging.com/video/501/5
http://www.cloverimaging.com/
mailto:Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

One CIG GreenSweep Dealer Will Ride Away from ITEX 2017 on a Custom Harley-Davidson®  
 

 
Chicago, Ill. — February 15, 2017 — One Clover Imaging Group (CIG) GreenSweep dealer will get the 
chance of a lifetime to own a brand-new Harley-Davidson®. Dealers can catch a glimpse of the 
GreenSweep Harley-Davidson® April 18-20, 2017 at Mandalay Bay, Las Vegas during the ITEX Imaging 
and Technology Education Exposition. The bike is branded as part of CIG’s GreenSweep program, which 
encourages dealers to target the competition to win new business with OEM conversion.  
 
“GreenSweep is the ideal opportunity to call on the competitions’ OEM accounts and offer the perfect 
chance for conversion to a proven OEM alternative such as CIG — without sacrificing any quality,” said 
Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing for Clover Imaging Group. “Plus, the possibility of riding 
away from ITEX on a custom bike is pretty cool and a bonus to the added value of providing CIG 
solutions to your clients.”    
 
By positioning the switch as a premium value solution that positively impacts the performance of a 
client’s print program, their company’s eco-footprint, and their overall office expenditures, CIG dealers 
can acquire new accounts from their competition and win the trust of new clients with GreenSweep. 
Recently, third-party testing by Buyers Laboratory (BLI) verified that print cartridges manufactured by 
CIG rival the performance of OEM cartridges. The testing proves that dealers can convert customers who 
are currently purchasing OEM products to CIG’s remanufactured brands without sacrificing quality and 
at the same time improve margins and offer substantial cost savings to customers.  
 
GreenSweep offers CIG dealers up to a 10 percent rebate when they convert existing customers using 
only OEM cartridges to CIG’s remanufactured products — giving dealers the chance to take back control 
from stringent OEM processes and disruptive longstanding business practices. For more information and 
to harness the power of GreenSweep, dealers should contact their CIG sales representative and visit: 
cloverimaging.com/harley.  
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This 
impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services, supported by a vast 
engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By 
bringing all aspects of our business together, CIG is able to provide a level of partnership unsurpassed in 
the aftermarket imaging space. For more information, please visit cloverimaging.com.  
 
Contact: 
Luke Goldberg 
Global EVP Sales and Marketing 
Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com 
 

http://www.cloverimaging.com/harley
http://www.cloverimaging.com/
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

 CIG’s Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Worksheets Reveal Cost Benefits of OEM Conversion 
 

 
Chicago, Ill. — February 21, 2017 — Clover Imaging Group (CIG) just launched Total Cost of Ownership 
(TCO) worksheets for imaging dealers. The TCO worksheets demonstrate to print customers their 
potential savings when they switch to CIG remanufactured cartridges from national brand (OEM) 
cartridges.   
 
“CIG’s Buyers Laboratory testing results offer a huge opportunity for dealers to prove to their customers 
the cost savings of switching to CIG imaging supplies, specifically highlighting that there is no loss in 
quality when making the change,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing for Clover 
Imaging Group. “This influential testing verifies once and for all that CIG rivals the OEM in quality, 
reliability, and page yield, and the TCO worksheets allow dealers to prove that to their customers before 
they even make the switch.”    
 
The convenient TCO worksheets help dealers demonstrate to customers the cost savings of switching 
from high-priced OEMs to CIG remanufactured cartridges without sacrificing quality or performance. 
Dealers input pertinent information into the TCO such as the impressions or page prints per month, sell 
price for the OEM cartridges, and sell price for CIG cartridges. The TCO worksheets do all the work for 
dealers, factoring in the price of the printer, total prints per month, and costs of cartridges, to calculate 
for customers the total savings of choosing CIG cartridges over OEM cartridges. Dealers can tailor items 
such as volumes and pricing in the worksheet to individual customers. 
 
Recently, third-party tests by Buyers Laboratory (BLI) proved that print cartridges manufactured by CIG 
rival the performance of OEM cartridges. The independent testing showed zero out of box failures, 
image quality highly comparable to the OEM, and 100% of cartridges met or exceeded stated yields.  
 
Couple this proof with CIG’s GreenSweep program, and now is the perfect time for imaging dealers to 
suggest OEM conversion to customers. The GreenSweep program offers dealers up to a 10 percent 
rebate when they convert existing customers using only OEM cartridges to CIG’s remanufactured 
products. Dealers can position OEM conversion with GreenSweep to increase margins and to offer 
customers substantial cost savings, as demonstrated with the TCO tool.  
 
Current CIG dealers should contact their sales representative to obtain the TCO worksheets. For more 
information, please watch the video: http://www.cloverimaging.com/video/504/2. 
 

### 
 
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and solutions to 
independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and includes the most 
respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, Dataproducts, Clover Environmental 
Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This 
impressive group offers the market’s widest array of products and services, supported by a vast 
engineering infrastructure, marketing resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By 

http://www.cloverimaging.com/video/504/2


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  

Clover’s Midwest Distribution Center Creates an Ongoing Partnership with the 

Ottawa Friendship House  
  
Chicago, Ill. – February 22, 2017 – Clover Technology Group’s Midwest Distribution Center 

currently works with the Ottawa Friendship House to provide an empowering work environment 
called an Enclave. The Ottawa Friendship House, located at 1718 N. 2525 Rd., Ottawa, Ill., 
works to improve the quality of life for adults with developmental disabilities through informed 
choice and empowerment, continued education, recreation, paid work training, living supports, 
community integration, and community employment. Together with Clover, the Ottawa 
Friendship House’s Enclave provides a safe, happy, and empowered work atmosphere for 

everyone involved in the process.  
 
“Our company and employees take pride in our continued partnership with the Ottawa 

Friendship House,” said Jim Cerkleski, CEO of Clover Technologies Group. “Working with this 

significant community organization not only empowers the individuals we work with from the 
nonprofit organization but also engages our employees with giving back to and taking pride in 
their community — ultimately strengthening both the community and Clover.  
 
Clover and Friendship House staff partnered together to create the powerful “Enclave” work 

environment at Clover’s Midwest Distribution Center. The Enclave program enables individuals 

with disabilities to work off campus under the direction of Friendship House staff to gain 
valuable work experience. The Distribution Center Enclave at Clover includes 17 team members 
who perform duties such as construct recycling boxes and labels to ship out, collect and 
separate dividers used during shipments, and sort cartridges to recycle and send back to Clover 
production facilities. The Friendship House workers also assist Clover’s packaging department 

by filling air inserts, stapling recycle cards, folding instruction sheets, and running machines to 
make inserts for the packaging process.  
 
“The partnership with Friendship House is truly a joy and a breath of fresh air,” said Mike Smith, 

Warehouse Manager of Clover’s Midwest Distribution Center. “Whether in the workshop, or at 

Clover’s Distribution Center, their staff have great work habits and an excellent outlook on life. I 
consider myself very lucky for the opportunity to work with such great people and also help our 
business grow at the same time.” 
 
Together, Clover and the Ottawa Friendship House have a storied history. To read more about 
the successful partnership, please visit cloverimaging.com/friendship-house. 
 

### 
  
About Clover Imaging Group 

http://www.cloverimaging.com/friendship-house?utm_source=iContact&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Clover%20Imaging%20Group&utm_content=611117A-CIG-Friendship-House


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  

Imaging Dealers Can Eliminate Pricing Headaches with CIG’s Axess TCO Tool  
  
Chicago, Ill. – March 9, 2017 – Clover Imaging Group’s Axess Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) 

tool eliminates pricing headaches and manual data entries for imaging dealers when 
implementing Managed Print Services (MPS) programs. The Axess TCO tool is powered by BEI 
Services WorldStats™ data to automatically calculate accurate and model specific services 

pricing per page and is available at no cost for dealers utilizing Axess tools and CIG parts and 
toners.  
  
"Our Axess team is dedicated to ensuring that our TCO tool is top of class,” said Luke Goldberg, 

Global EVP Sales and Marketing for CIG. “It is the most complete and accurate TCO tool in the 

industry — calculating cost per page (CPP) and cost per seat (CPS)." 
 
The Axess TCO tool allows imaging dealers to generate sales proposals easily with its intuitive, 
web-based platform, and links directly to dealer's Axess® MPS account. The user-friendly tool 
generates documents with one click and offers enhanced reporting capabilities. In addition, 
Axess MPS representatives are available 12 hours a day, 5 days a week to serve customers. 
Current CIG customers should contact their dedicated account representative for a free demo of 
the Axess TCO. Prospective customers should contact CIG MPS consultants by emailing 
support@axessmps.com.   
  
Axess MPS is CIG’s comprehensive, fully integrated suite of software and services designed to 

help dealers deliver more profitable MPS solutions. For more information about Axess MPS, 
please visit http://www.cloverimaging.com/axess-mps. 
  

### 
 About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and 
solutions to independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and 
includes the most respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, 
Dataproducts, Clover Environmental Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno 
Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This impressive group offers the market’s widest 

array of products and services, supported by a vast engineering infrastructure, marketing 
resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By bringing all aspects of our 
business together, CIG is able to provide a level of partnership unsurpassed in the aftermarket 
imaging space. For more information, please visit cloverimaging.com. 
  
Contact: 
Luke Goldberg, Global EVP Sales and Marketing 
Luke.Goldberg@cloverimaging.com  

mailto:support@axessmps.com
http://www.cloverimaging.com/axess-mps
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  

CIG Launches Mobile Solution for Managed Print Services with  
Axess MPS Tablet App  

  
Chicago, Ill. – March 16, 2017 – The Axess Managed Print Services (MPS) Tablet App from 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) is now available in app stores to download for both Apple iPads 
and Android tablets. Axess MPS is a comprehensive, fully integrated suite of software and 
services designed to help dealers deliver more profitable MPS solutions. The all-new app 
enhances and supports Axess MPS dealer offerings including mobile mapping abilities and 
customized marketing materials. 
  
"The tablet app is another stellar tool we are offering dealers in order to improve the customer 
experience,” said Aldo Spensieri, Vice President of MPS Solutions. “Dealers have been looking 
for a complete mobile tool that can be used for both pre-sales support and to help with 
assessments, and Clover is excited to be able to fill that demand." 
  
Mobile MPS mapping with the app allows dealers to map potential environments on their tablet 
for customers while in their office, demonstrating cost savings onsite and in the moment. The 
integrated mapping tool allows dealers to upload floor plans and devices as well as place 
devices in current and proposed states by simply dragging them on the floor plan. The finished 
maps integrate with CIG’s Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) pricing tool and print along with the 

dealer’s proposal. 
  
In addition, the tablet app provides on-the-go access to vertical market videos, presentations, 
customized marketing materials, how-to guides, and security documents. The mobile MPS 
mapping app is also available for download on laptops. Current CIG dealers should contact their 
account manager for information on how to get started with the app today. For more information 
about Axess MPS, please visit http://www.cloverimaging.com/axess-mps. 
  

### 
  
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and 
solutions to independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and 
includes the most respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, 
Dataproducts, Clover Environmental Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno 
Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This impressive group offers the market’s widest 

array of products and services, supported by a vast engineering infrastructure, marketing 
resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By bringing all aspects of our 
business together, CIG is able to provide a level of partnership unsurpassed in the aftermarket 
imaging space. For more information, please visit cloverimaging.com. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  

CIG Announces Platinum Sponsorship of the 2017 ITEX Imaging & 
Technology Education Exposition   

 
Chicago, Ill. – March 21, 2017 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) is excited to announce its platinum 
sponsorship of the 2017 ITEX Show, the largest and most extensive national trade show 
connecting vendors and resellers in the office technology space. The 2017 ITEX Show takes 
place April 18-20 at Mandalay Bay in Las Vegas. Attendees of the show can stop by booth #601 
to catch a glimpse of the GreenSweep Harley-Davidson® and to take a virtual reality tour of 
CIG’s state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities and engineering tech center. 
 
 “We are extremely excited to bring the custom GreenSweep Harley-Davidson to ITEX 2017 and 
to eventually present it to one GreenSweep dealer,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and 

Marketing for CIG. “CIG also has many new offerings in our solutions category that we can’t 

wait to talk with dealers about. See you in Vegas!” 
 
CIG representatives will be available to discuss new initiatives of CIG Solutions at ITEX. 
Solutions include the aggressive OEM GreenSweep program that gives up to 10 percent 
rebates on approved sales, the powerful third-party reports that prove the reliability of CIG 
manufactured cartridges compared to the OEM, and the innovative TCO worksheets that 
illustrate for customers the cost savings of OEM conversion. 
 
In addition to the platinum sponsorship and booth participation, CIG will also participate in 
educational events as part of the 2017 ITEX Show. From 11-11:50 a.m. on April 19, Sarah 
Henderson, Director of MPS Operations for CIG, will present the “SMI: Supplies Management 
Investigation” educational event. From 9-9:50 a.m. on April 20, Luke Goldberg, EVP Global 
Sales and Marketing for CIG, will lead the “Have a Seat!” educational event discussing seat-
based billing and its popularity. From 11-11:50 a.m. on April 20, Aldo Spensieri, Vice President 
of MPS Solutions for CIG, will join MPSA for “How to Earn an A+ on Assessments for MPS.” 
 
For more information or to register for ITEX 2017, please visit: http://itexshow.com.  
 

### 
  
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and 
solutions to independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and 
includes the most respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, 
Dataproducts, Clover Environmental Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno 
Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This impressive group offers the market’s widest 

array of products and services, supported by a vast engineering infrastructure, marketing 
resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By bringing all aspects of our 

http://itexshow.com/


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) Announces Acquisition of 
DC Imaging’s ColorLabs Ink Innovations Business

Chicago, Ill. – April 3, 2017 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) is excited to announce its acquisition 
of DC Imaging’s ColorLabs Ink Innovations business (ColorLabs), an innovative developer of 
high quality aftermarket mailroom consumable products and premier supplier of specialty 
imaging supplies for the mailing, packaging, and printing industries.  

 “The acquisition of the ColorLabs brand strengthens our postal ink technology and product 
breadth,” said Eric Martin, President of CIG. “The ColorLabs brand adds a defined focus on new 
categories for mailroom cartridges in addition to the high quality postal products that we already 
offer and will continue to offer to our loyal customers. Our goal is for CIG to provide the most 
comprehensive line of superior products and solutions under one platform.” 

ColorLabs was one of the first organizations to introduce compatible and remanufactured inkjet 
products to the internet commerce community in the U.S. and eventually expanding 
internationally with business activities in North America, Europe, and Asia.  

“Our focus on the postal category allowed us to carve out a niche and to create intimate 
customer relationships, which we now look to expand given CIG’s global reach, product 

breadth, and manufacturing capabilities,” said Michael Frothingham, President of ColorLabs. 

With more than 10 years of experience in ink formulation and manufacturing of postage meter 
supplies, CIG’s current postage meter supplies brands, NuPost and ecoPost, deliver 

exceptional quality and performance. Now, the ColorLabs brand joins CIG’s postage portfolio as 

the only aftermarket postage products approved by the U.S. Postal Service.  

CIG’s ever-expanding portfolio of high quality postage products provides quality and 
performance that rivals the national brands at a fraction of the cost — in stock and ready to ship. 
For more information, please visit colorlabs.com and cloverimaging.com.  

### 

About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group (CIG) provides unparalleled support, collection opportunities, and 
solutions to independent dealers, OEMs, and retailers throughout the imaging channel and 
includes the most respected and well-known brands in the industry, including: MSE, 
Dataproducts, Clover Environmental Solutions, OPRA, Axess Managed Print Services, Tecno 
Toner, Depot International and Latin Parts. This impressive group offers the market’s widest 

array of products and services, supported by a vast engineering infrastructure, marketing 
resources, distribution capabilities, and strategic partnerships. By bringing all aspects of our 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  

CIG Drives Forward Engineering and Innovation Platform with 
Release of Remanufactured Cartridges for HP M252 Color Printers 

  
 

Chicago, Ill. – April 11, 2017 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) is excited to announce the release 
of 201A remanufactured color cartridges for the M252 line of HP JetIntelligence printers. The 
release of the 201A toner cartridges creates a new benchmark for the industry for innovation 
and engineering prowess. CIG transformed its patented and proprietary technology to 
successfully remanufacture color cartridges for the challenging, new HP color cartridge families.  
 
 “As was the case with the 26A, the seal technology was a critical barrier since the seal winds 
internally with no user intervention,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing of 
CIG. “The same technology exists in the color M252 printers, and our patent pending secure 
seal technology, that we first introduced with the 26A, proved to be scalable to these models as 
well, which creates a seamless user experience for the customer.” 
 
CIG features the innovative technology behind the build of remanufactured color cartridges for 
M252 printers in a newly released video. Instead of looking to compatible cartridges as a 
solution, as competitors in the imaging industry have done, CIG engineers got to work, 
developing a new line of remanufactured color cartridges that provide an OEM like user 
experience and print performance. CIG’s patented reman processes and technology 
advancements in research and development helped their engineers address the challenges of 
the new JetIntelligence designs and allowed CIG to build the only true OEM alternative. 
 
“We view this release as another testament to CIG’s ability to offer OEM alternative quality and 

to overcome barriers erected by OEMs,” said Eric Tuvesson, VP of Color R&D of CIG. “We also 
view this as substantiation that the best way to provide a high quality aftermarket replacement 
cartridge is to start with the highest quality product available, namely the spent OEM core and 
remanufacture it to exacting standards. We believe this path provides the safest possible option 
for our customer from both an IP and quality perspective.” 
 

http://www.cloverimaging.com/m252-product-release


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  

CIG Announces Sponsorship of the 2017 Executive Connection 
Summit  

 
Chicago, Ill. – April 25, 2017 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) is excited to be a platinum sponsor 
of the Executive Connection Summit (ECS), an event offering unique access into the imaging 
channel’s interconnected network of vendors, dealers, and customers. Presented by MWA 
Intelligence, Inc., the annual event is hosted this year at the Hotel Valley Ho in Scottsdale, Ariz. 
from May 7-9.  
 
 “ECS has become a can’t miss event for the industry and is unique in that it attracts participants 
across the channel such as OEMs, independent dealers, and solutions providers for the 
marketplace,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing of CIG. “At ECS, I will be 
discussing new developments with seat based billing, and it’s definitely a conversation you 

won’t want to miss if you are in the imaging industry right now. It’s really exciting to get together 

as an industry and talk strategy, trends, and basically, everything impacting our industry.” 
 
In addition to its platinum sponsorship of the 2017 Executive Connection Summit, CIG will also 
participate in educational events as part of the 2017 ITEX Show. On Monday, May 8 from 3:30-
4:30 p.m., Goldberg alongside West McDonald of Print Audit will discuss surprising new 
advancements with seat based billing (SBB) that have occurred since last year’s discussion at 

the Summit. On Tuesday, May 9 from 10:30-11:30 a.m., Aaron Dyck, VP of CIG Solutions, and 
Matt McGuire, Director of CIG Solutions, present, “Is your Marketing Program Taking you to the 
Danger Zone?” an engaging discussion about digital marketing trends and best practices.  
 
“ECS has continued to grow year after year as a place where industry innovators, OEM giants, 
and dealers can come together and share ideas, learn from each other, and grow,” said Michael 

T. Stramaglio, President and CEO of MWA Intelligence, Inc. “Clover is not only a sponsor but a 

premier partner, and we look forward to sharing the stage at this one-of-a-kind event!” 
 
To register for this year’s event with a 20 percent discount, use the code “clover20” when 

registering: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/executive-connection-summit-tickets-31601405655. 
 

### 
 

About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group offers a complete imaging and solutions platform for independent 
dealers, OEMs, and retailers. From remanufactured printer cartridges and computer/server 
parts to managed print services tools and marketing support, a comprehensive suite of products 
and services is available, all utilizing intelligent technology, proprietary engineering, and 
sustainable innovation. From its early beginnings as an ink and toner remanufacturer, CIG has 
grown into a global powerhouse that manufactures more than three million cartridges a month 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/executive-connection-summit-tickets-31601405655


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  

Seat Based Billing Road Shows Coming to a Town Near You in 2017 
 

Chicago, Ill. – May 11, 2017 – The Seat Based Billing (SBB) advocates are taking their show on 
the road to educate the imaging industry on the exciting benefits of SBB. Clover Imaging Group 
(CIG), Print Audit, GreatAmerica Financial Services, Supplies Network, and Office Document 
Consulting are all partnering with the Business Technology Association (BTA) to offer SBB 
Road Shows on June 6 in Kansas City, Missouri; Aug. 15 in Las Vegas, Nevada; and Sept.12 in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Each road show is held the day before a BTA event for ease of 
attendance.  
 
"When launching a new way of doing business, the value of education can't be underestimated," 
stated West McDonald, VP of Business Development, Print Audit. "Any dealer principal who 
attends the SBB Roadshow is going to come away with a wealth of information that will get 
them ahead of the pack when it comes to SBB. We're very excited to help them excel." 
 
Dealers will come away from the SBB Road Shows with the ability to drive customer savings 
and value while increasing dealership profits. The SBB platform also allows dealers to provide 
fixed budgets for customers while adding a vehicle to layer services such as user rules, etc. and 
offers the ability to de-commoditize while differentiating services for the ultimate business win. 
New dealers should keep an open mind and try out SBB with their lowest margin cost per page 
accounts. 
 
“From the CIG perspective and mine, it lends credibility to our belief in the value of the program 
and creates real world dealer benchmarks for how truly revolutionary and game changing new 
platforms can transform and breathe vitality into what was considered by many a stagnated and 
commoditized industry,” said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales and Marketing of CIG.  
 
BTA event attendees receive 2-for-1 registration to a SBB Road Show with code HalfOffSBB. 
To register for the June event, please visit: https://bta.site-ym.com/page/MA17SBB.  
 

### 
  
About Clover Imaging Group 
Clover Imaging Group offers a complete imaging and solutions platform for independent 
dealers, OEMs, and retailers. From remanufactured printer cartridges and computer/server 
parts to managed print services tools and marketing support, a comprehensive suite of products 
and services is available, all utilizing intelligent technology, proprietary engineering, and 
sustainable innovation. From its early beginnings as an ink and toner remanufacturer, CIG has 
grown into a global powerhouse that manufactures more than three million cartridges a month 
and offers world-class products, branding, distribution, and support that provides the perfect 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
  

Try Axess MPS SalesPro Training Module 1 for Free Today! 
 

 
 

Chicago, Ill. – May 18, 2017 – Clover Imaging Group (CIG) is excited to release refreshed 
Axess Managed Print Services (MPS) SalesPro training. Axess MPS SalesPro Training is the 
most comprehensive e-learning MPS sales training curriculum available. Consisting of thirteen 
web-based video modules, the MPS training includes multimedia content, real world examples, 
field implementation tools, and knowledge checks to keep sales teams engaged and to ensure 
mastery of material. The course overview and module one are available online for free today.  
 
 “There are lots of moving parts that go with implementing, running, and maintaining a managed 
print services program,” said Aldo Spensieri, Vice President of MPS Solutions. “Our MPS 
experts poured all of their hard-earned MPS experience and knowledge into creating these 
exhaustive MPS training modules. Everyone can benefit from this comprehensive training.” 
 
The Axess SalesPro MPS Training modules cover topics from creating an initial go-to-market 
strategy, assessing the print environment, making the close, and proactively managing the 
account. The self-paced setup is great for busy imaging staff who are eager to master MPS and 
who can’t take much precious time away from the field. The training is available 24/7 online. 
Current Axess clients should reach out to their CIG sales representative to get access to all the 
training modules. New and prospective clients should watch the course overview and reach out 
to support@axessmps.com to get started with Axess MPS today. 
 
Axess MPS is CIG’s comprehensive, fully integrated suite of software and services designed to 
help dealers deliver more profitable MPS solutions. Axess MPS is designed with the flexibility 
and scalability dealers need to provide MPS solutions to their customers. For more information, 
please visit www.cloverimaging.com.  
 

### 
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